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Why Does
Streaming
Matter to
Businesses?
According to a survey report1 published by the
Nielsen Norman Group, a user experience research
and consulting firm, most users only browse 28% or
less of the text when visiting a website. A study2 by
Influencer Marketing Hub indicated that 80% of
marketers believe that video content allows
companies to expand into potential markets and
increase sales. Furthermore, the Video Marketing
Statistics 2021 report3 published by Wyzowl also
mentioned that 86% of companies today choose to
use video content as a marketing tool. Following
changes brought by the pandemic, video streaming
applications have evolved from being what
companies "need" to "must have." When
companies' stakeholders, including investors,
upstream vendors, downstream distribution
channels, end customers, and business partners,
are all now familiar with the new “contactless”
normal, business decision makers must quickly
adapt to the trends of digital transformation and
satisfy operation demands. Leveraging technology
can maximize benefits for businesses when
communication becomes digital and management
is data-driven.
This industry insights report is based on the years
of experience from KKStream, the leader of B2B
streaming technology services, after working with
companies across APAC. It analyzes how
companies are building streaming applications, as
well as how different industries use streaming
solutions to maximize results.
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Furthermore, this report will showcase how
companies use streaming to manage the three key
aspects of external relationships by taking
advantage of high quality real-time video to
maintain their brand image and business
performance:
IR (Investor Relations)
CR (Customer & Channel Relations)
PR (Public Relations)
Through enterprise-grade streaming solutions,
companies are able to more face a constantly
changing business landscape, breaking through
limitations of time and space to reach target
audiences across the world. It offers better security
and benefits for business communication, while
saving time and cost, and uses related data to
assist with subsequent user analysis and gain
additional insights.

Investor Relations (IR)
Investor Conferences, Shareholders' Meetings,
Business Performance Presentations

Customer & Channel Relations (CR)
Brand Marketing, Distributor Training and
Roadshow, Cross-Industry Alliance

Public Relations (PR)
Product Launch, Press Conference, Online
Showcase

1 How Little Do Users Read?, Nielsen Norman Group
2 60 Powerful Video Marketing Statistics, Influencer Marketing Hub
3 Video Marketing Statistics 2021, Wyzowl
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Streaming Trends

in the APAC Market
OTT video streaming has flourished as stay-athome orders came into effect in many Asia-Pacific
countries after 2020. According international
research house Statista, the OTT video streaming
market in the Asia Pacific is expected to reach
US$88.29 billion4 in 2025, demonstrating the
importance and massive growth potential of
streaming technology.
For Japan, the annual growth rate of its streaming
market was 34% (reaching a total of ¥371 billion) in
2020, and has the potential for its video on
demand and live streaming content market to reach
¥500 billion by 2025, showing the immense market
potential.5
Japan's three major telecom operators, major cable
TV companies, and the broadcasting of major
ceremonies have all adopted streaming technology.
Furthermore, the Japanese government plans to
implement large-scale digital transformation to
accelerate the application of digital technologies in
each industry.

4 OTT Video - Asia, Statista
5 動画配信市場調査レポート 2021, デジタルコンテンツ協会

Due to the growingly importance of streaming in
communication, companies have higher
requirements on the quality and stability of the
technology.
KKStream's streaming demand from companies in
the Asia Pacific grew 22% in 2021. KKStream
estimates that the overall market will grow at an
annual compound growth rate of 16% until 2025, in
which the demand on customer & channel relations
(CR) streaming applications has shown the
strongest growth.

22%

KKStream's streaming demand from
companies in the Asia Pacific grew
22

% in 2021.
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The Rise of Streaming Driven
by Diverse Application
Concerts and fan-club meetings, which attracted
large crowds in the past, continued to generate
excellent revenue during the pandemic, despite
becoming online. Online fan-club meetings of the
South Korean boy band BTS is estimated to have
generated up to ₩80 billion (approximately NT$2.4
billion) from ticket sales and merchandise,
demonstrating its massive market potential. The
popular Taiwanese band The Last Day of Summer
831 also held an online concert this year and sold
over 11,000 tickets and attracted nearly 10,000
viewers, including fans from Malaysia, Singapore,
Australia, North America, and Europe. The online
virtual concert hall "KKTIX LIVE" increased ticket
sales worldwide and significantly increased the
commercial benefits of performances. The art and
culture industry also moved art galleries, exhibition
halls, and concerts online to provide audiences
with a different way for appreciating art. Overall,
KKStream observed that streaming demand in
Japan and the Asia Pacific led to the number of
hours of online performances more than doubling
from early 2020 to the middle of this year.
The demand of companies across the world on
video streaming services has significantly
increased since 2020. Live streaming has become
popular in the Asia Pacific, Europe, and America, in
addition to Taiwan.
"Streaming" is no longer merely a technical term
relevant to the tech industry and media, as more
and more companies across different industries are
applying streaming technology to their external
communication.

For example, in an era of globalized investing, many
multinational companies in the United States have
gradually moved investor conferences and
shareholders' meetings online since 2017. Taiwan
has over 1,500 public companies, and multinational
companies based in Taiwan are seeing the need to
hold online investor relations activities online for
participants all over the world. Also, the pandemic
and relaxation of regulations related to the
Company Act in 2021 in Taiwan have further
accelerated the digital transformation of local
companies.
KKStream observed that if Taiwanese companies
use streaming technology for external
communication, it will on average reduce cost by
43%, in which customer & channel relations (CR)
will benefit the most. Live streaming can be done
without any constraints of geographic distance and
venue space, and be initiated with relatively little
preparation, significantly reducing preparation time,
venue rental, and meal and transportation
expenses. The lower cost should be able to
increase the frequency of communications.

KKStream observed that if
Taiwanese companies use
streaming technology for external
communication, it will on average
reduce cost by 43%
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As a streaming technology service provider in the Asia Pacific, 

KKStream compiled the four advantages of streaming applications 

that are the most popular among companies, including:
ID / Content Security

Semi-Live, VOD to Live

Streaming can ensure the security of the
content, starting with permissions
management, which provides user
identification security management, and
prevents the content to be leaked. Other
technologies such as watermarking can embed
identification such as employee ID number into
the image. Content encryption can protect
digital content from being illegally downloaded
or recorded by a third party.


Up to 65% of companies using KKStream
streaming solutions choose to use the semilive and VOD to live approach to live stream
events, where a part of the event is prerecorded and goes through post-production
and editing, and then the videos are streamed
with time reserved for Q&A. This not only
allows the organizers to manage event time,
but also provides better audiovisual quality
through post-production technology, creating
an experience similar to offline events.

Chatroom & Poll

Live to VOD, Replay

73% of companies' marketing departments
use the chatroom and poll function during a
live stream, such as asking attendees to sign
in, write down questions first, and vote on
their favorite option in the chatroom, ensuring
interactions during the event to ensure
attendees are engaged.

Up to 90% of business customers choose to
record live streams and offer a replay option in
a specific timeframe for viewers to revisit the
content. This ensures that the information
communicated is thoroughly received and
creates The Long-Tail Effect.
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Case Study of Three Key Streaming Applications

Investor Relations (IR)
Painless Digital Transformation for 

the New Normal Post-Pandemic

Investor Conference / Business
Performance Presentation Live Streaming
Service in Taiwan

Live streaming services that can rapidly go live

Following the trend of financial globalization, crossborder investments by international investors are
already the norm. While public companies are
planning their investor relations strategy, they also
need to ensure that they have a solution to
communicate with an international audience. For
example, the United States began holding online
investor conferences and shareholders' meetings
as early as 2017. Due to the impact of the
pandemic in 2020, public companies in Taiwan
have engaged in digital transformation in response
to investors' needs, moving investor conferences,
shareholders' meetings, and business performance
presentations online. The companies have created
a new model through video streaming, and allowed
them to calmly face the constantly changing
external environment nowadays.

There needs to be a flexible design that can add
new functions according to different needs, such
as downloading presentation files and other data

A large system integration company in Taiwan
began developing online investor conference and
performance presentation services in response to
the needs of local businesses after regulations
were relaxed.

Challenges of the Customer
Companies need to maintain the confidentiality
of business information in investor conferences
and business performance presentations. Also
various features such as real-name registration
and real-name Q&A must comply with
government regulations

are needed due to pandemic prevention and
international communication requirements

Results
BlendVision's modularized and highly secure
design is convenient for system integrators to
quickly implement
KKStream’s extensive streaming consulting
experience allowed the integration to be
completed in one month after initial discussion
began

Solutions
KKStream's real-time live streaming solution:
BlendVision MOMENT

Permissions management (account-specific
controls for event management and Q&A
participation)

Chat Q&A, and exporting of presentation deck,
annual report, and business performance report
files
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Case Study of Three Key Streaming Applications

Customer & Channel 

Relations (CR)

Breaking Through Geographical Constraints to 

Bring Customers Closer
Live Streaming of Global Business Meeting
Held by Well-Known ICT Brand
Streaming solutions can be used for marketing and
other branding strategies, such as cross-industry
alliances, allowing for greater reach. It also allows
for good relations to be maintained even if
customers are in different locations.
One of the world's top five ICT brands began using
streaming solutions as the trend of digital
transformation and expectation of contactless
events accelerates. Its global business meeting
was held at their Taiwan head office and live
streamed to partners in the Americas and APAC to
share important business updates at this highprofile, invite-only, live streaming event.

Results
The identity of over 200 attendees from different
countries was verified before joining the high
quality, stable live stream
Compared with offline international events, the
overall cost of the venue, meals, and business
trip expenses was reduced by over 70%

Solutions

KStream's real-time live streaming solution
BlendVision MOMENT
ID Access Control

Challenges of the Customer
Over 200 VIPs from 7 countries in the Americas
and APAC attended the global event. A stable,
high quality live streaming solution was needed
to show the brand's professional image
The meeting included future business strategies
and important market information. The live
streaming service needed to include complete
digital rights management (DRM) technology and
security controls to ensure that the identity of all
participants was verified, so as to ensure that
only specific attendees who were invited were
able to view the business information

70%

Compared with offline international events, the overall
cost of the venue, meals, and business trip expenses
was reduced by over 70%
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Case Study of Three Key Streaming Applications

Public Relations (PR)
Expanding Business Possibilities With the 

Best Use of Available Budget
Live Streaming of Global Business Meeting
Held by Well-Known ICT Brand
Product launches, press conferences, and online
showcases are all important PR events of
companies. With streaming solutions, these
business events are no longer limited by the
constraints of physical venues, allowing budgets to
be effectively used to achieve greater reach, and also
allows companies to communicate faster.
A major tech company in Taiwan organized an AI
technology talk, and set up a global live stream for
the first time. This allowed invited guests to attend
the event wherever they are and learn about results
from the company's collaboration with academia.

Challenges of the Customer

An analysis report on audience data was
needed after the event ended to understand
the participation of guests, and further evaluate
event results and provide reference for
organizing future events and maintaining
customer relations

Results
Over 600 concurrent viewers
Number of guests invited increased 46%

Solutions
KKStream's real-time live streaming solution
BlendVision MOMENT

DRM content protection technology

The technology talk was simultaneously held
offline and online, and attendees included
experts and guests from Taiwan, Singapore, the
United States, and Germany. The event needed
stable, high quality streaming to show the
company's professional image
The AI technology shared during the
presentation is only intended for the guests that
were invited. DRM content protection features
were required to prevent the shared content
from being recorded or the link from being
shared, in order to prevent information on
commercial technology from being leaked

46%

Number of guests invited increased 46%
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Why Do Companies Need
Streaming Technology for 

External Communication
Saves Preparation Time

Preparing for an offline product launch, exhibition,
performance, or business training requires a good
amount of effort. Renting a venue, arranging
business trips to equipment operation training,
and other steps add up to 3-6 months and
sometimes even a year of preparation. However,
after moving these events online through
streaming solutions, it reduces the organizer's
burden by shortening preparation time by 40%
or more. The significant reduction in preparation
time allows events to be more quickly organized
and improves communication efficiency.

Effective Use of Funds

Compared with offline events, online streaming
solutions are able to significantly reduce the cost
of business trips, venue lease, and meals, allowing
companies to make the most effective arrangement
and use of their budget.

Generates Greater Benefits

Most offline events have restrictions on the
number of participants, making it very hard to
further increase its reach. The emergence of
streaming solution services breaks through the
constraints of time and space, so that the
capacity of the event is no longer limited by the
capacity of the physical venue. Audiences across
the world can take part through the platform,
which also allows companies to generate higher
revenue with limited resources.

Offers Security and Protection

Following the rapid technological developments,
information security has become one of the key
issues that the public is concerned about. Various
DRM features such as user permissions
management, watermarking, and content
encryption technologies provide what is needed by
companies to ensure that confidential information
can only be viewed by those intended to know.

Development of Diverse Functions

Streaming solutions not only provide replay, but
also post-production and recording features, and
can even use back-end data for subsequent
analysis and data integration. Up to 90% of
KKstream’s corporate customers choose to record

their live streams and provide replay within a
specific period of time. Companies can also learn
about the viewing data of each event through
analysis, and refine future meetings or events.
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Conventional Model

Streaming Service

Time Spent

Longer

Shorter

Funding Required

Higher

Lower

Benefits Constraints

More

Less

Information Security

Looser

Stricter

None

Yes

Diverse Features

The pandemic allowed companies to

It understands the pain points of APAC

understand the importance of maintaining

companies when undergoing digital

flexibility and utilizing technology. Embracing

transformation, and is able to discuss and

new technologies and new concepts of digital

resolve issues with customers from the

communication is the only way for companies

discussing initial needs to 24x7 operation

to be competitive, achieve business goals in

support for live streaming events. The

the most efficient way, become aligned with

company's modularized product line

target audiences across the world, and be at

BlendVision provides a variety of video

the forefront of change in this rapidly

streaming technical services that can be

changing era.

freely selected, including one-stop OTT
solution BlendVision KALEIDO, real-time

KKStream is the leading streaming

video streaming BlendVision MOMENT, and

technology service provider in the Asia

smart video encoding BlendVision LOOM,

Pacific, and has years of experience providing

helping companies rapidly respond to market

business grade streaming services to

demand by using online video streaming

companies.

services for external communication.

About KKStream
Founded in 2016, KKStream is the leading provider of B2B
streaming service solutions. We use cloud-based streaming,
AI, and data analysis to provide enterprise customers a
complete media streaming solution and professional
consulting service. KKStream is a subsidiary of KKBOX GROUP
and headquartered in Taipei, with R&D teams located in both
Taipei and Kaohsiung, and an office in Tokyo. Our customers
span across telecom operators, media companies, online
events and ticketing, online education, and home fitness.
Through our BlendVision solution, we offer “Streaming-as-aService” products that are both flexible and modular to allow
companies easily implement streaming technology, and allow
various industries to deliver video streaming applications in
high quality.
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